The solution of a great, sparse, over-determined linear or linearized system of equations needs heuristics such as 'minimum degree' and 'dissection' to control fill-in so to reduce costs and resources. Heuristics applied up to now are general and have been studied to be coupled with the method of solution of a normal system of equations. The purpose of this paper is double: to present a new heuristic for a sub-class of problems including adjustment procedures and solve the matrix block structure so obtained by a modified version of the classic QR factorization. In this way, fill-in results completely confined into blocks that, according to their location within the matrix, allow to obtain a method of solution that is stable, less expensive and efficient for parallel implementations.
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ABSTRACT
Sparse systems of equations are often solved with indirect methods which don't cause fill-in (i.e. elements previously equal to zero become not null). The sequence of points computed during the interactive process can diverge for a general initial point which is frequently difficult or impossible to find in order to ensure the convergence to the solution. On the contrary, direct methods permit to compute the solution in one step but they produce fill-in which has unpleasant effects on the efficiency of the algorithms. Since the problem of minimum fill-in is NP-complete, several heuristics have been studied and proposed up to now to reduce it. These heuristics alter the position of not null coefficients in a way suitable with the particular method chosen to compute the solution. In practice, there are algorithms for the rows and columns permutation of the linear or linearized system of equations; but, since permutations done with matrix products can cost enought in terms of operations \( O(n^3) \), they are implemented by an opportune graph connected with the matrix structure. Given the linear system \( Ax=b \), the graph \( G=(V,E) \) is defined as follows:

- \( V=\{n_1,\ldots,n_n\} \) each variable \( x_i \) is represented within the graph by the node \( n_i \);
- \( E=\{(n_i,n_j)| a_{ij}\neq0, a_{ij}\in A\} \), every not null coefficient produces one edge.

The biunivocal correspondence between the node \( n_i \) and the variable \( x_i \) permits to number nodes from 1 to \( n \) and to transfer the order to the variables so that these one are arranged without an explicit matrix product.

In this paper the authors propose a new heuristic with the double aim of improving the efficiency compared to classical procedures and of resuming the QR factorization method to solve over-determined linear systems of equations. The first purpose is pursued considering a sub-class of problems for which a new type of graph will be defined in order to take advantage of the restrictions imposed.

1 MATRIX STRUCTURING
1.1 The sub-class problems
Let's consider the sub-class of problems whose sets of the variables \( X \) and the equations verify the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1.1. Let \( X \) be the set of variables, \( X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n \) subsets of \( X \) and suppose that:
1) the set of variables \( X \) is partitionable into \( X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n \);
2) all equations are: \( f(X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n) = 0 \), for \( i, j = 1 \ldots n \).

The first request is simply to understand; it imposes that the set of variables \( X \) can be divided in \( n \) sets \( X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n \) so that:
- \( \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} X_i = X \)
- \( X_i \neq \emptyset \)
- \( X_i \) intersects \( X_j \neq \emptyset \).

The second request needs more specifications because \( f(X_1, X_2) = 0 \) represents a generic equation where the not null coefficients belong only to the sets \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \). In other words, the
partition of the set \( X \) is made so that every equation concerns only variables of two or more (index 'i' and 'j' correspond to '1') sets of the partition. The meaning of this assumption will be more manifest in the next paragraph; now, let's define the graph \( G=(V,E) \) for structuring the matrix.

**Definition 1.1.** Under the assumption of the hypothesis 1.1, let \( G=(V,E) \) be the graph defined in the following way:
- \( V = \{ n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_m \} \)
- \( E = \{ (n_i, n_j) \mid x_i, x_j \text{ and } f(x_i, x_j) = 0 \} \).

Every set \( X_i \) is represented in the graph by the node \( n_i \) and all equations considering the variables of \( X_i \) and \( X_j \) by the edge \( (n_i, n_j) \).

Once the graph is built, the next step is to number its nodes and edges and, using this order, to rearrange variables and equations respectively. Formally, this operation corresponds to define two functions:
\[
V : V \rightarrow \{ 1, 2, \ldots, n \} \quad V(n_i) = j
\]
\[
E : E \rightarrow \{ 1, 2, \ldots, m \} \quad E(n_i, n_j) = k
\]

where 'n' is the number of nodes and 'm' the number of edges.

The classic approach also structures matrices in a similar way, but it associates one node to every variable and an edge to every not null coefficient of the matrix. The proposed definition 1.1 of the graph implies two advantages. The first one is the reduction of the dimension of the sets \( V \) and \( E \); in fact, the classic approach creates a biunivocal correspondence between one node and one variable, so that \( |V| = |X| \), while definition 1.1 associates one node to one set \( X_i \) of the variables. In this case \(|V| \) is usually less then \(|X|\) and, only in the worst case \(|V| = |E| \). The difference becomes more evident if we evaluate the dimension of the set \( E \) because one edge includes all the equations between two sets of the partition (see the table of the next paragraph).

The second advantage regards the linearized systems of equations. In this case the solution is obtained at the end of an interactive process in which many different linear equation systems are solved. Chosen an initial point, the first computed solution is considered a better approximation of the not linear system and so it's used for another linearization that produces a new linear system to solve. In the classic approach the graph must be rebuilt and the nodes renumbered at every step because set \( E \) changes. On the contrary using the graph defined at 1.1, functions \( V() \) and \( E() \) have to be fixed just at the time of the beginning. This is due to the fact that the graph is defined without any assumption on the linear system; not only, hypothesis 1.1 doesn't require any information on the type of the equation (i.e. integral, differential, trigonometric, ...); the only important thing is which variables are related by the equations; consequently, the graph is not related to the linear system but, more properly, to the nature of the problem.

### 1.2 Block adjustment application

Let us consider the block adjustment relationships, by independent models, for the coordinates of the same tie point relating to two different models.

\[
\lambda_1 R_i \begin{bmatrix} x_{h,i} \\ y_{h,i} \end{bmatrix} + \lambda_2 R_j \begin{bmatrix} x_{h,j} \\ y_{h,j} \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} T_{x,i} \\ T_{y,i} \\ T_{z,i} \end{bmatrix} = 0
\]

where the vector \( (x_{h,i}, y_{h,i}, z_{h,i})^T \) contains the model coordinates of the \( h \)th tie point in model 'i'; the vector \( (T_{x,i}, T_{y,i}, T_{z,i}) \) contains the three translation parameters of model 'i'; \( R_i \) is the rotation matrix of model 'i' and, finally, \( \lambda_1 \) is the scale factor. The same parameters can be defined for model 'j'. The relationship contains fourteen variables:
- seven \( (\lambda_1 R_i, x_{h,i}, y_{h,i}, z_{h,i}) \) from \( i \)
- eight \( (\lambda_2 R_j, x_{h,j}, y_{h,j}, z_{h,j}) \) from \( j \)

representing the seven unknown parameters associated to each model.

For control points the following equations can be defined:

\[
\begin{bmatrix} x_h \\ y_h \\ z_h \end{bmatrix} = \lambda_1 R_i \begin{bmatrix} x_{h,i} \\ y_{h,i} \\ z_{h,i} \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} T_{x,i} \\ T_{y,i} \\ T_{z,i} \end{bmatrix}
\]

where the vector \( (x_h, y_h, z_h)^T \) contains the ground coordinates of the \( h \)th control point. In this case, the variables are:
- six \( (\lambda_1 R_i, x_{h,i}, y_{h,i}, z_{h,i}) \) from \( i \)
- eight \( (\lambda_2 R_j, x_{h,j}, y_{h,j}, z_{h,j}) \) from \( j \)

nine \( (\lambda_1 R_i, x_{h,i}, y_{h,i}, z_{h,i}, T_{x,i}, T_{y,i}, T_{z,i}, X_h, Y_h) \) if the control point is known only in altimetry.

The set of variables \( X \) can be written in the following way:

\[
X = \{ U_{i=1 \ldots n} M_i \} \cup \{ U_{i=1 \ldots p} N_i \} \cup \{ U_{i=p+1 \ldots q} N_i \}
\]

Note that if all points are known both in altimetry and planimetry, the previous expression reduces to:

\[
X = U_{i=1 \ldots n} M_i
\]

that is to say, the set of variables corresponds only to the orientation parameters of the models. Known points in planimetry or in altimetry add to the linear system one or two new variables. It's manifest that:

- \( M_1, \ldots, M_n \)
- \( N_1, \ldots, N_q \)

is a partition of \( X \).
b) all equations are of the type:
- \( f(M_i, M_j) = 0 \)  for \( i,j=1..n \),
- \( f(N_i, N_j) = 0 \) for \( i=1..n \), \( j=1..q \).

So, block adjustment by independent models belongs to the sub-class of problems satisfying the definition 1.1. Since every model is represented by the seven orientation parameters \( M_i \) and every control point known in altimetry or planimetry by the added variables \( N_j \), every node has a physical meaning, as underlined later too.

Let's now define:

\( V=\{n_1, \ldots, n_n, n_{n+1}, \ldots, n_{n+q}\} \)

and, if:

\( E_1 = \{(n_i, n_j) | i,j=1..n, \exists \) one point connecting model 'i' and 'j'\)

\( E_2 = \{(n_i, n_j) | j=n+1..n+q, i=1..n \) if the control point known in planimetry or altimetry has the image coordinates in the model 'i'\)

then, the set of the edges is:

\( E = E_1 \cup E_2 \)

The above definitions of the sets \( V \) and \( E \) summarize an immediate way to build the graph, underlining at the same time that the graph is properly related to the nature of the problem instead of the matrix of the linear or linearized system. Although this, the reordering of the variables done to preserve the order of numbered nodes determines the location of not null coefficients and, so, the structure of the matrix. In fact, the generic equation \( f(x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4) = 0 \), after linearization, becomes:

\[ a_1x_1 + a_2x_2 + a_3x_3 + a_4x_4 = b \]

where \( a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4 \) and \( b \) are the coefficients whose position within the matrix is determined by the location of the variables and not by the value of the coefficients which depends on the type of the equation.

Figure 1. Scheme of photos relating to the experimental example of block adjustment by independent models for the realization of numerical cartography in the Friuli-V.G. region.

Figure 1 reports the scheme of the photos and the control points for an experimental example of block adjustment relating to the realization of numerical cartography in the Friuli-V.G. region; figure 2 shows the graph relative to the example reported in figure 1. Note how the location of the models is repeated within the distribution of the nodes, how the edges describe precisely which models get together the connecting points and in which model the control points lie.
The following table summarizes the differences, in terms of graph dimensions, between the classical and the proposed graph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>classical</th>
<th>proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>1141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>12500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The value of |E| of the classic method is approximated; however, comparing the reported values, the difference of the costs for a procedure that handles graph with 458 edges instead of 12500 and 231 nodes instead of 1141 seems evident.

1.3 Numbering nodes and edges

The way for numbering edges is synthetized in the following procedure which assumes that nodes were previously ordered in the same way.

```
procedure E
  num = 1
  for i = 1 to n
    let n_k be the node so that V(n_k) = i
    let n_b be the number of brothers of node n_k
    for j = 1 to n_b
      let n_j be jth brother of n_k
      if (not used((n_i, n_j))) then
        E((n_i, n_j)) = num
        if used((n_i, n_j)) then
          num = num + 1
        end if
      end if
    end for
  end for
end procedure
```

The edges are numbered using a visit of the graph based on nodes order and labeling all edges not yet numbered; this operation is repeated for all the edges of the node n_i and for all nodes of the set V. As every edge (n_i, n_j) is considered twice, during the visit of the node n_i and of the node n_j, it is necessary to label the edge as 'used()' when it is examined the first time. The effect of the procedure E is to create in the matrix A a low outline under which all elements are zero. This property is due to two facts: during the visit of the node i' all no labeled edges connect n_i with the brothers n_j whose indices 'j' are greater then 'i', and, furthermore, the no null coefficients of n_i (i.e. the coefficients of the variables associated to n_i) are always at the right side of those of n_j, and at the left side of those of n_i+1 (because the variables reflect the order of the nodes). In terms of matrix, the equations associated with the edge (n_i, n_j) put the not null coefficients of n_j always at the right side of those of n_i.

Once the numbering procedure for the edges is fixed, the problem is transferred to the nodes. This will be solved in two parts consisting of:

1) building a partition of the set V of nodes by three steps which determine:
   - a partition of V into (K_1, K_2, ..., K_r, I)
   - a partition of I into (K_{C_1}, ..., K_{C_{10^2r}})
   - an arrangement of the last partition.

2) Numbering the nodes following the criterion synthetized by the next procedure based on the partition of the first step.

```
procedure V
  num = 1
  for i = 1 to r
    for j = 1 to |K_i|
      let n_j be the jth node of K_i
      V(n_j) = num
      num = num + 1
    end for
  end for
end procedure
```

For i = 1 to r/2
  for h = 1 to |K_{C_i,j}|
    let n_h be the hth node of K_{C_i,j}
    V(n_h) = num
    num = num + 1
  end for
end for
The nodes are numbered following the next order of the sets of the partition
\[ K_1, \ldots, K_r, K_{C_1,1}, \ldots, K_{C_1,\log_2(r)}, \ldots, K_{C_1,\log_2(r)} \]
where \( \log(r) = \log_2 \).

**First partition.**
During this step, a partition of \( V \) into \((K_1, K_2, \ldots, K_n, I)\) is determined such that an edge connecting two nodes belonging to two different \( K_h \), \( K_k \) \((k, h = 1 \ldots r \text{ and } k \neq h)\) doesn't exist.

**Definition 1.2.** Given a graph \( G = (V, E) \), we define "first partition" of \( V \) the sets \((K_1, K_2, \ldots, K_n, I)\) so that:
1) \((K_1, K_2, \ldots, K_n, I)\) is a partition of \( V \)
2) not \( \exists (n_i, n_j) \in E \) and \( k, h = 1 \ldots r, k \neq h \), so that: \( n_i \in K_k, n_j \in K_h \)

The effects in terms of the structure of the matrix \( A \), are visible in figure 3.

**Second partition.**
During the second step, the matrix block \( I \) is also structured in some way. The idea is to locate a partition into the set \( I \). A good way, particularly favourable for the QR decomposition method, is to transform this block into diagonals of blocks placed side by side. We don't explain the reasons of this conjecture because it would be necessary to know how QR factorization transforms the structured matrix \( A \) in the triangular form \( R \).

**Definition 1.3**
Given the first partition \((K_1, K_2, \ldots, K_n, I)\) of \( V \), we define "second partition" the sets:
\[ K_1, \ldots, K_n, K_{C_1,1}, \ldots, K_{C_1,\log_2(r)}, \ldots, K_{C_1,\log_2(r)} \]
so that:
1) \( V \cap n_i \in K_k, \quad k = 1 \ldots \log_2(r), \quad h = 1 \ldots 2^{(k-1)} \)
2) \( V \cap n_i \in K_p, \quad p = 1 \ldots n \)
the edge \((n_i, n_j)\) belongs to \( E \) and
\[ p = \text{int}( (p-1)/2^k ) + 1 \]
where the function \( \text{int}(\cdot) \) returns the value truncated to the integer part of the division. In terms of matrix structure, the consequence of this definition is visible in the figure 4. On the right side of the first diagonal of blocks, obtained at the previous step, there are \( \log_2(r) \) new diagonals in which the number of blocks halves proceeding to the right side.

**Figure 3**

The restriction produced by the definition 1.2 is obvious: the request that there isn't an edge that connects two nodes belonging to two different sets \( K_h \) and \( K_k \) produces a diagonal of blocks; in fact, there aren't equations between corresponding variables and so, over and under each \( K_i \) diagonal block all matrix coefficients are zero. Block \( I \), on the right side, gathers the equations related to those edges which connect one node of \( I \) and one of \( K_i \) (the part away all diagonals blocks), or two nodes of \( I \) (the part below \( K_r \)).

**Figure 4**

Note that the lower part of the matrix is a block triangular; actually, this definition is misleading. Now, having a look at figure 11, where the structure of the matrix relative to the experiment discussed at the end of this paper, is reported, the lower part of the matrix is similar, although not equal, to the upper one; to discriminate there are the few blocks (bad blocks) not present in the right matrix of the figure 11. During QR factorization these blocks produce very bad effects increasing the costs (flops and memory); if possible, the best thing to do is to eliminate them ensuring a repetition of the upper structure into the lower part too (compatibility of blocks location).

**Arrangement.**
Bad blocks can be eliminated simply shifting on the right side, to a greater level, some nodes. This operation can be made only when the second partition is determined; in the same way, the second partition can be done when the first one is completed. It's sufficient to scan all the nodes belonging to \( K_{C_1,1} \) and to verify if they produce a 'bad' block; in this case, the node must be moved to an appropriate block of major level. In order to make this process working correctly, it's important for the scan operation to proceed from the first to the last level; so, transferring nodes to an upper level doesn't damage previous block diagonal structure. The only consequence is that the blocks of the last level become larger and larger. As this blocks are sparse and have got great dimension, this effect is unpleasant. If a lot of nodes should be moved, some blocks can disappear and the level structure may become more deficient. At the end, the coefficient matrix, so structured, assumes the form reported in the figure 5.
1.4 Some remarks

The two partitions and the arrangement of the third step can be implemented with simple procedures and efficient data structures (Iob, 1991), so that the cost is:

\[ C = k |E| \quad 5 \leq k \leq 10 \]

with the constant \( k \) depending on the particular procedures that can be added to improve the structure. Unitary cost is assigned to visit a node. The cost is not only polynomial but linear with low coefficient. As regards data, it is possible to implement simple data type, (data structures and operations), that, in terms of required memory for storing graph and all sets, needs about

\[ M = (8n + 2m) \times \text{sizeof(integer)} \]

where the function sizeof(integer) returns the number of words necessary to store an integer.

2 COMPUTING SOLUTION

2.1 The QR decomposition

Once the matrix of the linear or linearized system of equations is structured as in figure 5, the next step is the computation of the solution. As mentioned before, the stable QR decomposition was chosen, adapting it to the structure of the matrix obtained previously, instead of the well studied and used normal equations method, which is less robust against gross errors. The main purpose is to show that the heuristic of the previous paragraph is good enough, because it permits to implement efficient QR decomposition with low costs and few memories. The matrix \( A \) is transformed in the triangular matrix \( R \) by the \( '1' \) meta-steps, where \( '1' \) is the number of level, of the following procedure:

```
procedure QR
for k=1 to l
   \[ A_{k+1} = Q_k A_k \]
   \[ A_{k+1} = P_{k+1} A_{k+1} \]
end
endprocedure
```

where: \( Q_k = \text{diag}(I_k, Q_1^{(k)}, \ldots, Q_b^{(k)}, J_k) \), \( b=r/2(k-1) \), \( I_k \) and \( J_k \) are identity matrices, \( Q_i^{(k)} \), \( i=1..b \), are orthogonal and they decompose the corresponding first diagonal blocks \( A_i^{(k)} \) into the products \( R_i^{(k)} = Q_i^{(k)} A_i^{(k)} \quad (i=1..r/2(k-1)) \), with \( R_i^{(k)} \) triangular matrices. The following figure synthesizes how the first meta-step of the QR procedure modifies the structured matrix \( A=\mathcal{A}_1 \) of the linear system.

The first meta-step uses \( Q_1 = \text{diag}(Q_1^{(1)}, \ldots, Q_r^{(1)}, J_1) \) to transform the first 'r' blocks \( A_1^{(1)}, \ldots, A_r^{(1)} \) of the first upper diagonal into the triangular form \( R_1^{(1)}, \ldots, R_r^{(1)} \); the blocks on the right side of \( A_i^{(k)} \) are updated and the fill-in process take place within them; but, as of \( Q_1 \) structure, it's confined into the blocks themselves. It's not important to know which kind of the orthogonal matrices to prefer: the projection matrices of Givens or the reflection matrices of Householder; the choice can be done analyzing blocks and studying the fill-in process. \( J_1 \) is the identity matrix dimensioned in such a way that the lower part of the matrix, below the dot line, isn't modified. Figure 7 describes the effects of the permutation matrix \( P_2 \); \( P_2 \) divides blocks, just factorized or updated, in two parts; it gathers all the upper pieces and shifts them upon the others creating the first part of the final matrix \( R \). The lower parts of the blocks are joined together with the blocks of the next part of the matrix (under the dot line) and a new piece of the matrix \( A_2 \) is ready to be submitted to the same process. The following two figures summarize the second step.
There are two identity matrices until the last step, in order to ensure that during each meta-step only the contiguous set of rows of the blocks (between the two dot lines) are interested by the transformation of the QR procedure. It is important to note that every matrix \( Q_i(k) \), for \( i=1..r/2 \), can be computed independently and all the products \( Q_i(k)A_i(k) \) can be done at the same time. This thing has direct consequence on the parallel implementation.

It's simple to demonstrate that the transformation process of the QR procedure is truly orthogonal because the permutation matrices \( P \) and \( Q \) are orthogonal.

### 2.2 Cost

To conclude this paragraph, we examine the benefits of the heuristic on the QR decomposition solving method. We analyze the cost defined as the number of flops evaluated when \( Q_i(k) \) are the reflexive matrices of Householder. The matrix product \( A_{k+1} = Q_k A_k \) is reduced to the block products shown in figures 6 and 8, although it could be further translated into singular element product for the blocks of the last levels. So, assuming that the first partition creates \( r' \) sets \( K_1 \) and all the first diagonal blocks have the same dimension, i.e., if structured matrix \( A \) is \( m \times n \), each block is \( m/r \times n/r \), where \( a = (2r - 1)/r \), then cost is:

\[
C = (n/r)^3 \log^2 (r) (q - 1) \text{ flops} \quad m = qn
\]

In general, every method to solve a generic over-determined system costs \( O(n^3) \) but, for block adjustment by independent models the parameter 'r' is a function of 'n'; so the cost reduces to \( O((n/r)^3 \log^2 (r)) \). If \( r = \sqrt{n} \) then \( C = O(n \sqrt{n} \log^2 (\sqrt{n})) \); as \( \log^2 (\sqrt{n}) \) assume low values, matrices structured as in figure 5 have low cost of factorization. It's not necessary to remark the difference between \( n^3 \) and \( n \sqrt{n} \); the second function is enormously less than the first one; see the following graphic where the case \( r = \sqrt{n} \) is also reported.

![Figure 10](image)

\( f(x) = n^3 \); \( g(x) = n^2 \log^2 (\sqrt{n}) \)
\( h(x) = n \sqrt{n} \log^2 (\sqrt{n}) \)

If \( r = \sqrt{n} \), the cost is \( h(x) \); for \( n \) varying from 100 to 500, the difference of increase between \( n^3 \) and \( n \sqrt{n} \log^2 (\sqrt{n}) \) is so great that \( h(x) \) is very near the 'x' axes.

### 2.3 Computing variance and covariance

It's also important to compute the variances and covariances associated with the estimated vector of unknowns. This is done computing the matrix \( (A^tA)^{-1} \). But, as the decomposition \( A = QR \) implies that:

\[
A^tA = R^tQ^tQR = R^tR
\]

with \( R \) triangular, then

\[
(A^tA)^{-1} = (R^tR)^{-1}
\]

The same procedures can be used as for the method of solution of the normal equations, where \( A^tA = T^tT \), because \( T \) is a triangular matrix like \( R \).

### 3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We report some results about an experiment of block adjustment performed by independent models according to the scheme in figure 1.

- models = 163
- tie points = 627
- control points of planimetry and altimetry = 51
- control points of planimetry = 5
- control points of altimetry = 63
- equations due to tie points = 3399
- equations due to control points known in planimetry and altimetry = 234
- equations due to control points known in planimetry = 15
- equations due to control points known in altimetry = 189

107
The system of equations has:
variables = 1272    equations = 3837

The graph has 231 nodes and 458 edges (figure 2).

The following two matrices refer, respectively, to the end of the second (on the left) and third step (on the right) of the procedures described in the first paragraph to structure the matrix of the linearized system of equations; the number of the sets $K_i$ is forty-two ($r=42$). Reconstruction is in scale and so figure 11 represents the real dimensions of the blocks within the matrix. Below the first dot line, in the second level, blad blocks are visible. They are few and can be eliminated shifting on the right some nodes to ensure the compatibility of the block location. The effect of this process is the increment of the block dimension of the last level, also visible in the figure 11. The assumption of equi-dimension of blocks used to compute the cost is not completely true, especially for the last levels. Since these blocks are very sparse a compact technique for storing not null elements can enormously reduce the cost of their update (up to now the cost is evaluated assuming that the block products are implemented without taking advantage of the sparsity). Furthermore, as there exists algorithms (Iob, 1991) which produce $r=42$ blocks and $\sqrt{n}=\sqrt{1141}=32$, one assumption is verified in defect and the other in excess; consequently, the conjecture $r=\sqrt{n}$ is acceptable. Then, in the graphic of the figure 10, the cost function corresponds to the lowest one.
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